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Abstract: Recent breakthroughs in solid-state photonic quantum technologies enable generating and detecting single photons with near-unity efficiency as required for a range of photonic quantum technologies. The lack of methods to simultaneously generate and control photons within the same chip, however, has formed a main obstacle to achieving efficient multi-qubit gates and to harness the advantages of chip-scale quantum photonics. Here we propose and demonstrate an integrated voltage-controlled phase shifter based on the electro-optic effect in suspended photonic waveguides with embedded quantum emitters. The phase control allows building a compact Mach-Zehnder interferometer with two orthogonal arms, taking advantage of the anisotropic electro-optic response in gallium arsenide. Photons emitted by single self-assembled quantum dots can be actively routed into the two outputs of the interferometer. These results, together with the observed sub-microsecond response time, constitute a significant step towards chip-scale single-photon-source de-multiplexing, fiber-loop boson sampling, and linear optical quantum computing.
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1. Introduction

Using single photons as carriers of quantum information has become increasingly attractive due to the recent progress in integrated nanophotonic technology and solid-state devices, which allow generating and detecting photonic qubits within a chip [1]. In particular, single-photon sources based on semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) and single-photon detectors based on superconducting thin films, have emerged as enabling technologies for on-chip quantum information processing with near-unity efficiency [2–6]. An additional requirement for photonic quantum simulation, or even computation, is the availability of dynamically tunable optical elements. A central tunable element is a variable phase shifter, which can be used for building switches or tunable beam splitters. This is key to perform linear optical quantum computing [7], to recent proposals for boson-sampling [8, 9] and to realize routers for de-multiplexed single-photon sources [10]. While free-space Pockels cells or fiber-coupled electro-optic modulators are readily available, scalable quantum technology requires chip-scale routing of single-photons to retain high efficiency while scaling the number of circuit elements involved.

Quantum dots in gallium arsenide (GaAs) nano-membranes constitute a well-established platform for combining high single-photon generation efficiency [4] and indistinguishability [11, 12] with planar waveguide devices. While this technology could be interfaced with various photonic circuits in multichip configurations, a scalable solution requires the integration of QDs with devices capable of dynamically routing single photons. This approach is radically different than previous works based on switching the emitter itself [13–15]. The integration of a broadband switch in a GaAs membrane for single-photon routing has been held back by the lack of a method to achieve large refractive-index modulation with fast response times at cryogenic temperatures. Approaches to on-chip routing of single photons using circuits have been reported, based on thermo-optic [16], electro-mechanical [17], and electro-optical [18–20] phase shifters. Yet, none of these works have shown routing of QD sources, let alone integration within the same chip. While the thermo-optic effect only works at room temperature and it is thus not compatible with QDs, the electro-mechanical devices, although very promising for their compactness, suffer from a relatively slow response (∼μs). For cryogenic and fast operation, a device based on the electro-optic effect is therefore a much more promising solution. Electro-optic modulation in semiconductor devices is a well-established technology [21] and typical materials are lithium niobate, III-V semiconductors, and polymers. In GaAs, the modulation bandwidth can reach hundreds of MHz with low power consumption [22] indicating that this technology is suitable for switching in quantum photonic devices.

To apply and control the electric field required for altering the refractive index in waveguides, doped layers can be introduced in GaAs to form junction diodes. In particular, p-i-n junctions have been widely employed in combination with QDs for controlling the emission wavelength [23], the charge state [24], and the photon coherence [12]. Additionally, this platform offers the opportunity to combine an electro-optic phase shifter with QDs. Here we demonstrate a switching circuit based on electro-optic phase shifters made of suspended GaAs waveguides. An electric field is applied to the waveguides using doped layers as electrical gates in a p-i-n junction. A π-phase shift is realized using 400-μm-long waveguides with a total applied voltage of $V_{\pi} = 2.5$ V. A compact photon router is constructed by integrating two orthogonal phase shifters in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with (55 ± 8) ns response time. The device is operated with single photons from
embedded In(Ga)As single quantum dots emitting at around 900 nm. By modulating the field across the junction, we observe an anti-correlated output signal with a visibility of 53%, limited by reflections in the circuits. The single-photon nature of the emission from our QDs has been reported in a recent work performed on the same wafer [12].

Fig. 1. Integrated router based on suspended electro-optic waveguides. (a) Schematic outline of the device. In the presence of an electric field in the growth direction (z), the refractive index changes along the [110] and [1\bar{1}0] directions as indicated by the index ellipse. The phase change results in an anti-correlated output at the two output ports as shown in the inset for an ideal loss-less device. (b) Layer structure of the electro-optic waveguides. The white triangles indicate a layer of self-assembled quantum dots. (c) Plot of the absorption loss (right axis) and switching voltage \( V_\pi \) (left axis) as a function of length of the device. A device with 400 \( \mu \)m-long arms requires less than 2.5 V to achieve a full switching cycle, while losses are kept below 3 dB.

2. **Device principles and methods**

Gallium arsenide exhibits a linear electro-optic effect along the [110] and [1\bar{1}0] directions when an electric field is applied along the growth direction [001]. Importantly, the effect is opposite in the two directions and null in the [100] or [010] directions as a consequence of birefringence in the zincblende crystal symmetry [25, 26]. The refractive index change is given by \( \Delta n = \pm \frac{1}{2} n^3 r_{41} E \) where \( E \) is the applied electric field, \( r_{41} \approx 1.6 \, \text{pm/V} \) is the electro-optic coefficient at a wavelength of 900 nm [27], and \( n \) is the refractive index.

The dependence on the propagation direction means that the phase shift experienced by light propagating by a distance \( L \) along the [110] and [1\bar{1}0] directions differs by \( 2|\Delta n| kL \), where \( k \) is the free-space wave number. This can be exploited to double the electro-optic effect in a MZI where the two paths are orthogonal to each other as shown in Fig. 1(a). This configuration greatly simplifies the device design since the entire circuit can be biased with the same voltage.
At the same time, by orienting the waveguides with a 45 degree angle to the cleaving axis, the electro-optic effect can be entirely switched off. The voltage required to achieve a $\pi$ phase difference in the two arms is given by

$$V_{\pi} = \frac{d \sigma}{k L n r_{11}}$$

where $d$ is the distance over which the field is applied. The electric field is applied using a p-i-n junction integrated in the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure as shown in Fig. 1(b), with a total intrinsic-region thickness of $d \sim 70$ nm. The built-in voltage $V_b \approx 1.5$ V readily provides an electric field of $\sim 20$ MV/m, which can be reduced or increased by operating the diode in forward or reverse bias, respectively.

The propagation constant of the fundamental transverse electric (TE) mode in the presence of the electric field was calculated using finite-element method mode analysis as shown in Fig. 2(a). We neglect the transverse magnetic (TM) modes since the QDs only couple to TE as a result of the optical selection rules [2] and their placement in the center of the waveguide. TM modes are not affected by the linear electro-optic effect in this crystal orientation [27]. The simulation also takes into account the free-carrier absorption introduced by the doped layers [28]. Figure 1(c) shows the theoretical $V_{\pi}$ and waveguide loss as a function of the arm length $L$. A trade-off between the accumulated phase difference and absorption determines the optimum length of the MZI. Additionally, since the low-temperature (10 K) QD emission energy in our experiment ($E_{QD} = 1.37$ eV) is relatively close to the GaAs band edge (1.52 eV), a too large electric field will lead to an additional electroabsorption due to the Franz-Keldysh effect [29]. Neglecting other sources of loss, a length of 400 $\mu$m allows us to design a switch with a minimum theoretical waveguide loss as small as 2 dB and $V_{\pi} = 2.5$ V. Such a low switching voltage per unit length ($V_x L = 0.1$ V-cm) reduces the footprint of our switches by one to two orders of magnitudes compared to typical cm-long electro-optic modulators in Lithium Niobate [20] or GaAs [18].

2.1. Design and numerical analysis of the device

To split the input power equally, we have designed a 3 dB Y-junction splitter [30], consisting of a single-mode waveguide (240 nm wide) tapered out to a cross-section of 500 nm and split in two 240-nm-wide waveguides with a curvature radius of 3 $\mu$m as shown in Fig. 2(b). Three-dimensional finite element method (FEM) simulations show a uniform and broadband powersplitting, plotted in Fig. 2(c), with a total insertion loss $< 0.75$ dB (sum of both output ports) and a reflection $< -11$ dB. The corresponding field distribution at a wavelength of 904 nm is shown in Fig. 2(b). To implement a 4-port 50:50 beam splitter we used a multi-mode interference (MMI) coupler. The device consists of a multi-mode waveguide section with a length of 8.3 $\mu$m and a width of 2 $\mu$m, supported by tethers in the middle to improve the structural stability of the suspended circuit during fabrication. The two MZI arms are merged in the multi-mode section at a distance of 1.36 $\mu$m, which is chosen to achieve paired interference leading to the formation of a self-image at the end of the multi-mode section. [31] By modifying the relative phase of the two input ports, a constructive or destructive interference is obtained at the two output ports (T1 and T2 in the figure), as expected in a 50:50 beam-splitter. The calculated field distribution (phase difference $\Delta\Phi = \pi/2$) and the total transmission (T1+T2) and reflection are shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), respectively. The device has been optimized to reduce the insertion loss and to achieve a sufficiently balanced splitting. The simulated transmission as a function of $\Delta\Phi$, plotted in Fig. 2(f), shows a slight shift between the two transmission outputs. We neglect this effect when modeling the entire device, as we do not see a significant deviation from an idealized model of a MMI coupler.

A numerical model has been developed to understand the deviations of the fabricated device from the simplified interference model used in figure 1(a) (inset). We use a scattering-matrix (S-matrix) formalism to describe reflection and transmission at each optical port of the various circuit components. Frequency-domain FEM has been used to extract the S-matrices describing the input Y-splitter and the 50/50 multi-mode combiner around the experimental wavelengths. The matrices obtained from FEM simulations are combined with a perfectly matched model of
Fig. 2. Numerical analysis of the circuit components. (a) Finite element method (FEM) simulation of the fundamental transverse electric mode. The profile of the norm of the electric field is shown. (b) FEM simulation of the electric field (y-component) propagation in the Y-splitter at a wavelength of 904 nm. The mirror symmetry guarantees equal power and phase at the two outputs. (c) Simulated total (sum of both ports) transmission efficiency (black squares) and reflectivity (red circles) of the Y-splitter around the quantum-dot emission wavelength. The black dotted line indicates the wavelength of our experiment ($\lambda = 904$ nm). (d) Simulated electric-field propagation in the multi-mode interference (MMI) coupler when launching the same power on both ports with a relative phase difference of $\pi/2$. (e) Simulated total transmission (black squares) and reflection (red circles) in the MMI. The transmission level indicates the sum of both outputs $T_1$ and $T_2$ indicated in (d). (f) Transmission at the two output ports of the MMI as a function of the phase difference at the wavelength of our experiment.

The interferometer arm given by:

$$S_{u,v} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & \exp(-in_{u,v}(V,\lambda)k_0L) \\ \exp(-in_{u,v}(V,\lambda)k_0L) & 0 \end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $n_{u,v}(V,\lambda)$ is the complex-valued effective refractive index of the TE waveguide mode for the two horizontal ($u$) and vertical ($v$) orientations and as a function of the applied voltage $V$ and wavelength $\lambda$. The effective index is extracted from a two-dimensional (2D) eigenmode analysis of the propagation constant in the waveguide shown in Fig. 2(a). Here we neglect the scattering loss induced by suspension tethers which is in the order of 0.5 dB per arm according to FEM simulations. The overlap of the field with the various layers defines the effective electro-optic coefficient and the magnitude of free-carrier absorption $\alpha$ due to doping. We used $\alpha_p = 10^{2}$ cm$^{-1}$ for a p-doping concentration $p = 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ and $\alpha_n = 10$ cm$^{-1}$ for a n-doping concentration $n = 5 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ [28]. Additionally, voltage-dependent electro-absorption is included according to the model of Stillman et al [29].

The input/output circular gratings are also modeled as two-port devices with transmission $T$ and reflection $R = 30\%$ (as predicted by FEM simulations). By cascading the S-matrices of the various building blocks numerically [32], the transmission model of the entire switch is derived as a function of the wavelength and the biasing voltage.
2.2. Device fabrication

The device is fabricated on a [001] GaAs wafer grown by molecular beam epitaxy with the composition shown in Fig. 1(b). A layer of self-assembled InAs QDs (density 1–10 µm\(^{-2}\)) are grown in the middle of the membrane encapsulated in intrinsic GaAs and surrounded above and below by Al\(_{0.3}Ga_{0.7}As\) barriers to prevent carrier tunneling [23]. The detailed wafer layout and more information on the properties of the QD in this wafer can be found in [12]. To electrically isolate each device and to expose the n-layer to metallization, two sets of trenches with different depths are etched in the GaAs membrane. An ≈ 100-nm-deep opening is defined by ultra-violet laser diode writing and subsequently etched by reactive ion etching (RIE) in a BCl\(_3\)/Ar (1:2) chemistry. Using the same processing steps, a deeper etch (≈ 180 nm) is performed to create two isolated p-i-n regions, one for the voltage control of the QD and one for the electro-optic modulation of the MZI. The trenches are partially visible in figure 3(a) and (b). An ohmic contact to the n-type GaAs is fabricated by evaporating Ni/Gel/Au/Ni/Au (5/40/60/27/100 nm) contacts followed by rapid thermal annealing at 420 °C. For p-type contacts we use Au/Zn/Au (20/50/150 nm) and a short annealing at 380 °C for 5 seconds. Before the fabrication of the nanophotonic circuit, we spin-coat and pattern a layer of photo-resist (AZ1505) on top of the p-type contacts to protect them from galvanic erosion during subsequent steps. The resist is hard-baked at 185 °C for 30 minutes. The waveguides are patterned on a 550-nm-thick ZEP520 electron beam resist layer and etched in an inductively coupled plasma RIE tool. The structures are undercut in hydrofluoric acid for 45 s, rinsed in water, and finally dried in a CO\(_2\) critical-point dryer. Further details of the fabrication procedure have been presented in a previous work [33]. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the final device are shown in Fig. 3.

2.3. Optical and electrical characterization of the device

The fabricated sample is attached to a copper chip carrier and wire-bonded to a printed circuit board. It is subsequently mounted on a cold-finger in a liquid-helium flow cryostat with coaxial feedthroughs and cooled to 10 K. The QDs are excited at \(\lambda = 808\) nm with a Ti:sapphire laser focused through a microscope objective lens with NA=0.6. The QD fluorescence is collected with the same objective and coupled into a single-mode fiber, which enables spatial filtering, thus only collecting the light scattered out by a specific grating. The two output gratings are orthogonal to each other, allowing to further suppress stray light from the other port by polarization filtering, i.e., using a half-wave plate followed by a polarization beam splitter. The signal is dispersed by a monochromator (McPherson) into a Si detector array.

The spectra are collected as a function of the applied bias. To properly bias the device, special care is taken to avoid heat dissipation due to unwanted currents in the device. The fabricated isolation trenches, visible in Fig. 3(b), block the current between the QD diode and the switch diode, except across the waveguides in the power-splitting region. Here, electrical power can be dissipated in the form of heat that can lead to damage or even sublimation of the material. To avoid this, the n-contacts are shortened to a common ground during the optical characterization. The sheet resistance of the p-layer is ≈ 20 times higher than the n-layer owing to the much lower mobility of holes compared to electrons in GaAs. We have verified that no damage to the waveguides occurs in this configuration but it does limit the voltage range we can investigate, as a very large voltage-difference between the two regions will cause heat dissipation. Complete isolation could be achieved by removing a tiny portion of p-layer on the waveguide region.

3. Results

3.1. Routing of photons from a quantum dot

Transmission measurements are performed at a temperature of 10 K using a single QD located at the input grating as an integrated light source. In order to compensate the built-in field, and thus
Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the on-chip electro-optical router. (a) The full MZI with the two orthogonal arms. The green and yellow boxes indicate the input power splitter (Y-splitter) and 3 dB multi-mode interference (MMI) combiner, respectively. These devices have been aligned to the [100] direction to make them insensitive to the electro-optic effect. The wavy pattern on the contact protection is an artifact due to charging effects. The two arms of the MZI are suspended with 100-nm-wide tethers. (b) The fabricated Y-splitter with trenches to electrically isolate the switch area from the emitter region. (c) SEM of the output 2x2 MMI beam splitter.

minimise carrier tunneling from the QD, a constant bias of 1.15 V is applied in the emitter region throughout the measurement. The QD is excited at the input grating and the emitted photons are collected from the output gratings. The bias across the MZI region is changed in steps of 0.1 V from -1 V to 1.2 V. Figure 4(a) (4(b)) shows the QD spectrum collected from output port 1 (blue) and output port 2 (red) when the voltage across the MZI region is -0.4 V (+1.2 V). Two (multi-)excitonic lines are visible with a wavelength separation in the order of 0.5 nm. Here we focus on the brightest line, i.e. on the one at lower energy, to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. The spectra are fitted with a Lorentzian function and the total integrated intensity as a function of the voltage across the MZI is shown in Fig. 4(c). These data show an anti-correlation in the emission intensity between the two output ports in a range between -0.5 V and +1.2 V. At voltages below -0.5 V the intensity of the signal collected at both arms decreases with the field strength. Since the loss occurs in both arms, we attribute this effect to electro-absorption in the GaAs layers (Franz-Keldysh effect). This is confirmed by the fact that the same behavior is observed when characterizing the device with an external laser source, ruling out other mechanisms such as the quenching of the QD emission due to cross-talk between p-i-n junctions. The simulated circuit transmission as a function of voltage is shown in Fig. 4(d). We note that a limited Stark tuning is observed, in the order of 0.2 nm, when comparing Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b). Such shift
Fig. 4. Electro-optical switching of photons from a single quantum dot. (a,b) Single QD spectra collected at output port 1 (blue) and output port 2 (red) at -0.4V (a) and +1.2V (b). The intensity of the collected QD signal at the two ports varies by changing the voltage while its wavelength remains unchanged. (c) Experimental data showing the integrated intensity of the QD emission as a function of the bias. The vertical lines indicate the voltages at which the spectra in (a) and (b) are recorded. (d) Theoretical predictions of the experimental data in (c) for port 1 (blue) and port 2 (red) as a function of bias scaled to the experimental counts. (e) Comparison between the numerical model and the experimental transmission from a quantum dot. The normalized intensity is extracted as the fraction of power emitted in one port divided by the sum of both ports. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols and therefore not visible.

likely originates from non-perfect isolation between the modulator and QD diodes and could be attributed to thermal or electrical effects. However, the shift is too small to alter the result of the modulation experiment. This has been confirmed by laser transmission measurements over a larger wavelength range. Figure 4(e) shows the same data of Fig. 4(c) normalized to the sum of the two output intensities and a comparison with the theoretical model (solid lines), which has been fitted to the data using only one free parameter, namely the crossing point of the two curves (at \( V = 0.3 \text{ V} \)). The MZI is therefore unbalanced at 0 V due to the presence of a built-in electric
field and a slight asymmetry (in the order of a few hundreds of nanometer) in the optical length of the two arms due to unavoidable imperfections in the fabrication or in the lithography. As predicted by theory, the extinction ratio is limited to $\approx 3.3$. This limitation stems from the high reflectivity of the gratings, which introduce Fabry-Pérot (FP) resonances in the entire device. These resonances result in an additional phase shift which interferes with the ideal operation of an impedance-matched circuit. This is in contrast with the high visibility shown in the simulation of the MMI in Fig. 2(f) where the input and output ports are perfectly impedance matched. From the transmission measurements performed with a tunable laser, reported in Fig. 5, we conclude that the FP modes are not responsible for the anti-correlated output but merely add intensity fluctuations as a function of wavelength and reduce the visibility of the switching signal. In other words, the underlying physical mechanism is effectively described by the phase difference accumulated over the two arms as predicted by our device design, and not by the tuning of FP resonances.

3.2. Characterization of the device transmission

![Figure 5](image)

Fig. 5. Transmission measurements using a coherent light source. Intensity measured from (a) output port 2 and (b) output port 1 as a function of wavelength and voltage. (c) Comparison between the theoretical and the experimental normalized transmission intensity at $\lambda = 918.7$ nm. A clear drop in transmission is observed for both arms for $V < -0.7$ V due to electro-absorption. The oscillations originate from Fabry-Pérot modes caused by reflections in the circuit.

To verify that the transmission across the circuit is independent from the biasing of the quantum dot, the device is tested with an external source, specifically with a continuously tunable continuous wave laser (Toptica CTL). The voltage was swept from -1.5 V to +1.5 V and the intensity at the two output-ports was measured from the image on a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. Unlike with QD emission, which is purely TE polarized, residual coupling to TM modes,
due to scattering in the circular coupler, could reduce the visibility of the experiment. To ensure that the observed transmission refers to the correct polarization in the waveguide (TE), the input polarization has been carefully aligned to the input grating. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show the intensity measured at the output ports as a function of voltage and wavelength. For each wavelength the data are normalized using the gray scale image normalization in order to correct for any power fluctuations of the laser. The expected anti-correlated behavior at the output gratings was confirmed for a wavelength range of 911-920 nm, which confirms that the index-modulation caused by the voltage on the Fabry-Pérot fringes in the circuit is not the origin of the observed switching characteristic. If this were the case, we would observe a more narrow-band emission at the output ports. The experimental data are also compared to the predictions of the theoretical model discussed in the Device Principles and Methods section. As for the case of QD transmission, we observe a limited extinction ratio around $\approx 3.3$ and a quenching of the transmission at negative bias voltages around -0.7 V due to electro-absorption.

3.3. Sub-microsecond response time

A crucial figure of merit for re-configurable quantum-photonic devices is the response time required for switching from one state to another. The typical timescales required vary from nanoseconds (the typical lifetime of a QD) up to several microseconds (electron spin coherence time in QDs) [34] depending on the applications. The electro-optic effect in GaAs is known to have a large response bandwidth [22]. In our device, however, the bandwidth is limited by the electrical response of the p-i-n diode, i.e., by the time required for the electric field to respond to an external voltage source. In order to experimentally assess the response time of our switch, we perform confocal photo-luminescence measurements from the (QD) wetting layer (WL) located in one of the arms of the interferometer, where we are interested in probing the frequency response of the applied electric field. The WL is formed during self-assembled growth of QDs and can be treated as a very thin quantum well with a broad emission spectrum around 880 nm. Carrier recombination and generation in the WL is very fast (in the order of few ps) and the luminescence intensity is related to the applied electric field. This makes the WL an excellent local probe of quickly varying electrical fields in the interferometer. The measurement is performed while driving the modulator with a periodic signal as in Fig. 6(a) and recording the change in the integrated emission spectrum as a function of frequency [35]. This allows to extract a low-pass amplitude characteristic. More specifically, we measure the $RC$ constant of the circuit, where $R$ is the effective resistance arising from the metal-semiconductor contact and the doped layers (sheet resistance) and $C$ is the p-i-n junction capacitance, which includes the waveguides and the stray capacitance of the contacts. We infer the effective voltage (electric field) applied to the waveguides by measuring the emission intensity dependency on a static applied bias, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The fact that the intensity of the wetting layer depends on the voltage stems from the variable tunneling rate of carriers as a function of the electric field across the membrane. We define a voltage $V_{\text{off}} = 0.9$ V where the emission is “switched off” as shown in Fig. 6(d) and another voltage $V_{\text{on}} = 1.55$ V (flat-band condition) where the waveguide is luminescent as shown in Fig. 6(c). Between these values, the intensity is, to a good approximation, linear with voltage. A square wave signal with variable frequency is applied to the MZI gates and adjusted so that the maximum voltage corresponds to $V_{\text{on}}$ and the average value to $V_{\text{off}}$ as shown in Fig. 6(a). Assuming the circuit can be modeled as a low-pass filter, the junction voltage averages to $V_{\text{off}}$ when the applied signal frequency is above cut-off. Below cut-off, the wetting layer emits 50% of the time, resulting in the spectrum of Fig. 6(c). Figure 6(e) shows the integrated intensity extracted with this method as a function of the frequency, showing a clear low-pass characteristic. We model the response using the data from Fig. 6(b) and extract a time constant $RC = (55 \pm 8)$ ns corresponding to a 3 dB cut-off at $(2.8 \pm 0.5)$ MHz. The measured value of the $RC$ constant is an upper bound since it is obtained by operating the p-i-n diode in forward bias where the
Fig. 6. Response time of the device. (a) A square wave voltage is applied to the sample, where \( V_{\text{on}} \) and \( V_{\text{off}} \) are chosen so that the sample emission is maximized at \( V_{\text{on}} = 1.55 \) V and is completely turned off at the average value \( V_{\text{off}} = 0.9 \) V. The purple dash-dotted (green dashed) line indicates the calculated system response below (above) the frequency response cut-off. (b) Integrated intensity from the wetting layer as a function of the applied bias. (c) The emission spectrum recorded at a modulation frequency of 10 kHz. (d) Same as (c) but at 10 MHz. (e) The integrated intensity of the wetting layer as a function of the modulation frequency of the square wave voltage (blue dots). The solid black line is the simulated response for a single-pole low-pass filter. The 3 dB cut-off is observed at around 2.8 MHz. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols and therefore not visible.

4. Discussion

We have demonstrated an on-chip electro-optic phase shifter in a MZI, capable of performing controlled routing of single-QD emission between two spatially different optical modes at cryogenic temperatures. The device operates at low \( V_{\pi} \) while still having a very small footprint, making it suitable for scalable quantum photonic networks.

Further work is needed to improve the extinction ratio to the range of \( 10^4–10^3 \) needed for boosting the efficiency in applications such as boson sampling. This could be achieved by using gratings with reduced back-scattering or adiabatic mode converters for side-coupling in fibers [12]. Applications in quantum photonics generally impose steep requirements on modulation bandwidth and losses, and while the bandwidth of our device is already in a useful range, the insertion loss would require careful optimization. Improvements could be obtained by optimization of the capacitance is higher than in reverse bias.
circular grating couplers, passivation of surface states [36], which can lead to absorption and scattering [37], as well as more precise lithography and etching. The overall insertion loss could be further reduced by improving the design of the p-i-n junction to minimize the overlap between the optical mode and the doped layers and by operating at longer wavelengths i.e., farther away from the GaAs absorption edge, where electro-absorption is less prominent. The combination of near-unity efficiency sources with an improved modulator design could theoretically lead to less than 3 dB loss, entering in a useful regime for chip-scale single-photon de-multiplexing at MHz generation rates. The device response time could also be further improved by reducing the active area of the MZI i.e., the stray capacitance of the diode mesa, or by further reducing the contact resistance, for example optimizing the p-type contacts or increasing the thickness of the p-doped layer.

5. Conclusions

The integration of a single-photon emitter and an optical router constitutes a fundamental technological step towards building reconfigurable quantum photonic devices. Although GHz switching rates would ideally be needed for tasks such as de-multiplexing, the sub-microsecond response time already makes it feasible to perform feedback operations on QDs. It could, for example, enable the realization of quantum gates based on the Duan-Kimble protocol [38], where two photons interact with a QD at different times within the coherence time. An implementation of such protocol involving QDs in chiral photonic circuits and a controlled switch has been proposed recently [15]. Deterministically positioning the QD, as recently shown by several authors (see for example [39]) could be very beneficial for improving the reproducibility and scalability of the photon router towards more complex on-chip functionality. Cascading multiple routers will allow building 1-to-N photon de-multiplexers [10]. Harvesting the full potential of this technology requires addressing issues related to packaging, long-term stability, scalability, and chip-to-fiber coupling. These issues have largely been resolved in telecom photonics but future work should address the transfer of these technologies to the suspended GaAs waveguide technology.
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